DRAMATIC STORY OF WRECK
LIGHTHOUSE STAFF'S LONG VIGIL

PROSPECTS OF SALVAGE APPEAR REMOTE.

By: Our Special Correspondent.

Clay River, Monday.

As a steady swell is rolling over the coastal freighter Sarson, which is adrift near Cape Everard, salvage now appears impossible.

It is reported that at least 120 tons of the vessel will be broken by the next heavy wave.

The lighthouse staff appears to have been ripped from the cliffs, as the crew of about 40 men in travelling to Sydney on the Benbrow, and will reach there at 6 a.m. on Tuesday.

ROCKET SEEN THROUGH FOG

Of the 400 men and boys engaged in the search for the freighter, only 50 were able to locate the vessel, and only 20 had returned.

Misty Rain Falling

To-night an army was busily engaged in the search, led by Lieut. Col. J. H. C. Moxey, the Commanding Officer. It is feared that the freighter may have been dashed against the rocks.

Four Ships Stood By

The 1770, the Sarson, the Great Northern, and the South Western were ordered to assist the Benbrow, which has been ordered to return to Sydney.

SINGING AROUND THE CAMP PIANO

Century reaches Auckland

Makes Record Crossing

SIR GREY BANNED

Rider Swaged on Course

Stop Press

Myer Summer Sale

THREE WISE MEN
with one mind
about a good tobacco!

Perfection
Fine Cut Tobacco
17 10d.

The Smoke in a Million

3. Perfection rolls, ready and ready-made, No. 1 and No. 2, with or without Tobacco.
4. Perfection's high-grade, flake cut tobaccos.

1. Perfection Stamps, cased or in the tube, in No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 sizes.
2. Perfection rolls ready and ready-made, No. 1 and No. 2, with or without Tobacco.

The Mark of Quality

The man with a marked sense of respect for a good brand of tobacco is not easily satisfied, and as a rule, he is not easily deceived. He knows that a genuine brand of tobacco, such as Perfection, meets the highest standards of quality and service. And his one mind about a good tobacco is this: 'The Smoke in a Million.'
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